Newsletter January 2015
Happy New Year from all of us at WoW Weekly! As you’ll probably know I’m Mezzy and here it finally is,
our first newsletter! We’ve done some major growing in this very first year as a fansite. On the 13th of
January 2014 we posted our very first news post, on October 20th we became an official World of
Warcraft fansite and in November/December we grew immensely due to the release of Warlords of
Draenor and the interest in our Follower location guides.
Naturally such amazing growth was bound to run into some growing pains which were remedied by
upgrading our server and finding and removing some bad code. Thank you all for being so patient with
us during this time. With everything, good and bad, going on the release of our very first newsletter was
delayed quite a bit. But here it is! If you have any feedback for us on the newsletter let us know in the
comments on the website in the section that will archive our newsletters.
With the new year usually being a time for changes and fresh starts let’s take a look at what you can
expect from us in the New Year: Reports on WoW news, guides (such as raid guides) and the occasional
editorial.
Not only that, but I’m currently working on a new section, The Design Corner. It’s no secret that I’m
interested in game design (just look at the Mezzy Talks articles/videos) and as such in the new Design
Corner I’ll be taking a stab at various aspects of WoW and how I’d improve on or expand on them.
Proper design takes time and with time being so precious as it is (full time internship, WoW Weekly
work, real life) it will be a long-term project. The great news though is that in the Design Corner, I’ll be
working with a new artist that runs Drakopoulos Designs who will provide art to go along with the ideas
to make them come alive! To start off we’ll be designing a raid instance: The Time-Lost Halls of
Karazhan! We’re very excited about it and look forward to sharing it with you in the months to come!
So that’s what you can look forward to, but what’s been going on? Well the Christmas break has been
quiet but here are some of the things that happened before it (with the exception of the very first bullet
point):






Our Mythic Twin Ogron Raid Guide
WoW Weekly Podcast 56: Looking Forward to WoW 2015
World of Warcraft in the New year and the Latest Hotfixes
An Overview of Our 6.0.x Raiding Guides

2014 has been an exciting year for WoW Weekly and I would like to thank each and every one of you for
being a part of it. If you have any feedback on what you would like to see from the website or our
youtube channel don’t be afraid to let us know through the comments or social media. This of course
goes for both existing and new types of content.
Please continue sharing WoW Weekly with your friends and guildmates so we can continue to grow
together! Once again thank you!
As always until next time,
Mezzy from WoW Weekly

